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LDS Hymns and Children's Songbook contains the entire collection of hymns and children's songs

from The Church of Jesus Christ of Latter-day Saints.All content has been professionally formatted

for the Kindle devices to enhance readability and provide you with the best experience

possible.Please note that due to copyright restrictions two of the hymns are missing and the notes

are not included. This book only contains the text of the hymns.Included Content:Songs:â€¢ Hymns

(includes optional verses)â€¢ Children's Songbook (includes actions)For more information, visit our

website at: StandardWorksApp.com/Kindle
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From the title I expected the musical scores - this was just the words. Not a substitute for having to

carry a hymnal around when I travel. Waste of money.

When you buy a songbook you expect to get songs. This contained only the words which I felt was

somewhat deceptive, and as a hymnbook, basically worthless.



Easy to navigate. I didn't realize but I think they include all this when you get the LDS standard

works by the same company.

Yes, it is words only. So if you know this before you buy it, it's perfect. I use this to sing songs to my

kids at night, which I already know the tune for. A great quick reference. We can pull it out and sing

in car pick up line, before bed, on road trips, in hotel rooms...You have all your reading material right

in one spot which now can include your hymns.

I was very disappointed, there isnt even an index to find a song you want. big waste of money! P.J.

I knew this only had the text before receiving, so I wasn't disappointed. And actually, it does state in

two separate places that there are no notes included due to copywright laws. Sometimes, like some

of the reviewers here, I fail to read everything too, and it does cause disappointments. Especially on

ebay, when don't notice something is "used". :)

Very disappointing that this is just words and no music. My friend has the hymnbook on her phone

with not only the notes but it plays each song with and without words. I was expecting at the very

least the notes to be present for my Kindle version.

As others have stated there are no notes to the hymns - just words, which is next to useless for

someone who actually wants to sing the parts or have a handy e-book copy of the music, to play on

a instrument. Do not waste your money.
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